Giant cell tumor of the thoracic spine: MR appearance.
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Summary: The MR features of a giant cell tumor that predominantly involved the posterior elements of a thoracic vertebra are presented. This extradural neoplasm compressed and displaced the spinal cord. The tumor had low to intermediate signal on short-repetition-time images and predominantly high signal on long-repetition-time images. It showed mild heterogeneous enhancement with gadopentetate dimeglumine.
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Giant cell tumors represent approximately 5% of primary bone neoplasms (1, 2). These tumors are locally aggressive and rarely metastasize (1, 2). Giant cell tumors are typically located at the ends of long bones; only 4% involve vertebrae above the sacrum (1).

Case Report

A 15-year-old boy presented with a 6-week history of right lower extremity weakness, and a 2-month history of left-sided chest pain without radiation. There was decreased pinprick sensation at the T-5 level, decreased strength in his right leg, and bilateral hyperactive reflexes at the patella and ankle.

A frontal roentgenogram of the thoracic spine showed absence of the left pedicle of the T-5 vertebra (not shown). Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the thoracic spine was performed (Fig 1). The preoperative diagnostic considerations included giant cell tumor, osteoblastoma, and aneurysmal bone cyst.

The patient underwent a T-4–T-5 laminectomy and gross total excision of the tumor. The tumor was found to be entirely extradural and did not invade the dura. Resected specimens appeared as hemorrhagic and brown-yellow soft tissue partially replacing bone. The histologic features were consistent with giant cell tumor of bone (Fig 2). Follow-up imaging at 12 months showed no evidence of tumor recurrence.

Discussion

In a large series of 429 giant cell tumors, only 16 (4%) were located in vertebrae above the sacrum (1). The age distribution of patients with giant cell tumors of vertebrae was lower than that for appendicular lesions (1, 2). Dahlin (2) reported that 29% of vertebral giant cell tumors occurred during the first 2 decades of life.

Histologically, giant cell tumors consist primarily of sheets of mononuclear round to spindle-shaped cells and numerous multinucleated giant cells within a moderately vascularized stroma as shown in Figure 2 (1–3). In our case, the vascular stroma contained numerous scattered collections of erythrocytes. Other features of this lesion included occasional erythrocyte lakes (secondary "aneurysmal bone cystlike" change) and xanthomatous change within focal collections of histiocytes. Aneurysmal bone cyst formation may be encountered as a secondary feature in a variety of osseous lesions including giant cell tumor (4).

The MR signal characteristics of the vertebral lesion, low to medium signal intensity on short-repetition-time images and predominately high signal intensity on long-repetition-time images, are similar to those located within the appendicular skeleton (5–7). A marginal zone of low signal also has been reported previously and has been suggested to represent hemosiderin deposition or reactive bone formation (5, 6). Direct histopathologic imaging correlation to confirm either of these possibilities, however, was not performed because en bloc tumor resection was carried out neither previously (6) nor in our case. Short-repetition-time images after administration of gadopentetate dimeglumine showed slightly better differentiation between enhancing tumor and uninvolved marrow than similar images without
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Fig. 2. High-power (400X, hematoxylin-eosin stain) photomicrograph of the tumor shows numerous round to spindle-shaped cells and interspersed multinucleated giant cells (arrowheads).

contrast (Fig 1). Few data exist on the MR enhancement characteristics of giant cell tumor with gadolinium. It has been reported that nonnecrotic portions of giant cell tumor show varying degrees of gadolinium enhancement (6).

The location of giant cell tumor within vertebrae can vary (2). In a series of vertebral giant cell tumors, conventional roentgenographic findings of rarefaction were present in 27 cases (2). Thirteen had roentgenologic involvement of the vertebral body, 9 involved the vertebral arch and body, and 5 involved only a portion of the arch (2). In our case, MR showed the giant cell tumor to involve the vertebral body, pedicle, lamina, transverse and spinous processes.

The differential diagnosis of the more common lesions that involve the posterior vertebral elements in children include giant cell tumor, osteoblastoma, aneurysmal bone cyst, and metastases. These lesions can have overlapping MR signal features (4, 8–10). Definitive diagnosis based solely on MR characteristics, therefore, may not be possible. The important clinical role
of MR is to define tumor size and location for surgical planning.

Giant cell tumors are locally invasive lesions and rarely metastasize (1–3). The traditional treatment of giant cell tumor has been curettage and autograft reconstruction (11). A limitation of this technique is that local recurrence of giant cell tumor can be up to 60% (11). This has led others to recommend excision of tumor-containing bone with a wide local margin (11). The location of giant cell tumor within the spine makes gross total tumor resection difficult (2).
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